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Welcome to the British Obstacle Sports 100m 

We are excited to be hosting the British Obstacle Sports 100m at Ninja Warrior UK 
Gloucester. It will act as the 100m National Trials (South West) for the OCR European 
Championships 100m in Hungary (June 8th-11th) and the FISO OCR World 
Championships 100m in Belgium (September 14th-17th).

You will have two attempts at the course. The first attempt will be drawn through random 
lots, with the second attempt based on your speed in the first round, with the fastest 
athletes going last. Male athletes will all run first, and then female athletes across both 
rounds.

Important notes:
● We recommend arriving by 6:15pm at the latest, there will be a Technical 

Meeting from 6:30-6:45pm where you can ask any questions.
● If travelling by car you will need to register your vehicle at registration to avoid a 

parking charge.
● You must have signed a waiver to compete. This will be shared in advance and 

can be signed at the venue.
● You are in charge of your own warm up and will have access to the park from 

6:30pm, note you are not allowed on the obstacles included in the event.
● Start lists will be shared prior to each round. You are responsible for being ready 

for your allotted run. If you miss it, you will not be able to run later.
● The event is scheduled to finish at 10pm, but may finish up to 10:30pm
● Please refer to the event rules for further guidance.



Getting There

Address:
Ninja Warrior UK Gloucester, Unit 2 Metz Way, Gloucester GL4 3DB

By Bus
The park is along the Gloucester number 8 bus route, the nearest stop is ‘Eastbrook 
Trading Estate’ which is directly outside the Ninja Park. Alternatively, the park is 1.1 miles 
from Gloucester Bus station.

By train
1.1 miles from Gloucester Train station

Important:
To ensure the integrity of the event there are no allowances for late entry. Although, if 
you miss your first run, you can still complete your second run. Do let us know if you are 
not able to attend as we may be able to fill your spot with another athlete.

Update 
IMAGE

Facilities
• Free parking (register your car at reception as usual limit is 3 hours)
• Cubby holes (free) and lockers (£1.50 hire)
• Café and viewing area on the balcony
• Toilets (Male, female, accessible)
• Baby changing



Supporters

Supporters are welcome to attend and watch, but please note they cannot be on the 
obstacle floor for any reason (even to film a competing athlete). Supporters will have 
access to a balcony where you can see the the course, but there is limited visibility of the 
far side of the course including the Warped Wall. This said, the cafe will be open and it 
does promise to be a fantastic evening of racing with some of the best ninja and OCR 
athletes competing, including the reigning British Ninja Champions.

Supporter registration in advance is preferred:
- British Obstacle Sports members - FREE
- Non-members - £3 per person + processing fees

Get British Obstacle Sports supporter membership for as little as £8 for two years and 
help us to grow our sport.

Additional Support & Play tickets may also be available in limited supply. These will cost 
you £20 + processing fees, and give you access to two-thirds of the Ninja Warrior UK 
Gloucester obstacles and closer visibility of the course (available for 10 years and up).

Bands will be given to athletes, supporters, media, and officials to denote access.

https://www.njuko.net/ukosfmembership2022/select_competition


British National Team Selection

Automatic selection to the 100m British National Team is achieved based 
on the following results during the National Trial (South West):

Overall winners: FISO Worlds and OCR Euros selection
Runner Up: OCR Euros selection 
Third place: OCR Euros selection

Note for the purposes of selection you must be eligible to represent the UK, 
so if a non-British athlete places in an applicable position it will roll down to 
the next available athlete. There are also additional positions available at 
events and selected by the British Obstacle Sports Selection Committee 
based on your performances.

OCR European Championships
● Male and female winner at Tartan Warrior 100m (March 25th)
● x4 additional spots selected by the Selection Committee 

FISO OCR World Championships 
● Male and female winners at Tartan Warrior 100m (March 25th)
● Male and female winners at The P.T Barn 100m (May 28th)
● Male and female, Para, Youth (10-15), Junior (16-19), and Masters (40+) 

representatives selected by the Selection Committee 

Please review our selection policy for full details on selection or speak to us 
during the event with any questions that you might have.

https://britishobstacle.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/British-National-Team-Selection-Policy-2023-V1.pdf


Rules Summary

This document covers the listed obstacles and event specific rules for the British 
Obstacle Sports 100m at Ninja Warrior Gloucester on January 21st, 2022. Each obstacle 
lists any associated penalties. 

Further rules are listed in British Obstacle Sports Rulebook that is followed for all 
competitive runners and specifically sections:

Section 3: Conduct of Athletes
Section 5: Uniform

We appreciate feedback on our rulebook via rules@ukosf.org. If you have any pre-event 
questions please contact British Obstacle Sports via social media or email.

The Head Official at the British Obstacle Sports 100m is Shaun Wilde.

 Download British Obstacle Sports Rulebook

mailto:rules@ukosf.org
mailto:membership@britishobstacle.org
https://ukosf.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/UKOSF-2022-Rulebook-V1.pdf


Event Specific Rules

1. The winner will be the fastest athlete across the course (when any penalties are 
added to their finish time).

2. There is no practice on the National Trial obstacles during the event.
3. Athletes will run the course in a time trial format and get two opportunities to run the 

course, with the fastest time counting towards their finishing position.
4. Athletes who miss their start time will not be given another opportunity to complete 

that round.They will be given a 10 second countdown if they are not at the start when 
they are due to run. It is an athletes responsibility to be ready to run based on the 
listed order of competitors for each round. 

5. The event will be run in two rounds split into male and female categories:
a. Round 1: Male (random draw)
b. Round 1: Female (random draw)
c. Round 2: Male (run in reverse order from Round 1 times, with the fastest 

going out last)
d. Round 2: Female (run in reverse order from Round 1 times, with the fastest 

going out last)
6. The Head Official may consider the request for an athlete to go earlier in Round 2 

only. This must be requested in advance, and will be at the discretion of the Head 
Official to allow someone to go earlier in Round 2. 

7. You may require additional standing blocks to reach some of the obstacles, please 
advise Event Director (Shahedur Rohman) at least 10 minutes before the start of your 
run if this applies to you.



Event Specific Rules

8. Please follow Ninja Warrior UK Gloucester obstacle safety rules in all circumstances 
when in the venue.

9. The maximum time allowed per course run is 2 minutes 30 seconds for male athletes 
and 3 minutes for female athletes. The number of obstacles completed will be recorded 
in such a scenario to allow for finisher positions.

10. If required, Technical Officials are able to explain the rules of an obstacle to an athlete 
upon request when approaching the obstacle.

11. Athletes are not permitted to use chalk or grip aids before or during the competition..
12. Support is encouraged, but any negative behaviour towards Technical Officials, other 

supporters, or another athlete may result in a disqualification of the athlete associated 
with the supporter.

13. Technical Officials or supporters cannot help an athlete unless it is for their safety.
14. Athletes who would like to appeal a decision against them should raise a complaint at 

the finish line to Event Director (Shahedur Rohman) within 5 minutes of finishing their 
race. Junior athletes should be accompanied by their parent/guardian. 

15. Athletes who would like to raise a complaint against a decision against another athlete 
should raise the complaint to the Event Director (Shahedur Rohman) within 5 minutes 
the incident taking place. Junior athletes should be accompanied by their 
parent/guardian.

16. There are no further appeals.
17. Only official race footage will be considered by a Head Official (if available).
18. British Obstacle Sports reverses the right to add to these rules ahead of the event.



Penalties

1. There will be a 15 second penalty added to an athletes finisher time for 
every failed obstacle.

2. The number of failed obstacles will be indicated in the results with the 
associated time penalty. 

3. All obstacles are one attempt only, apart from the Warped Wall where a 
second attempt is allowed.

4. During each athletes run if their forward momentum causes them to fail the 
next obstacle by stepping/falling onto the blue matting (or similar) this will 
result in a penalty on the obstacle where they fell onto the blue matting.

5. If an athlete touches the truss (to the left or right) located either side of the 
black platforms this is OK, and not a penalty.  

1. The finish time is recorded when an athlete hits the buzzer at the top of the 
Warped Wall or upon failing their mandatory second attempt at the Warped 
Wall.

2. An athletes finish time will be show on the results once any penalties have 
been added to their time.

Finish



Obstacle List*

Start: Proceed from the starting pen, near Warped Wall to the start, upon 
the Starters signal run through the Spider Wall to the first obstacle.

1. Rings Ropes

Note: The Punch bags and Wing Nut obstacles are not included in the British 
Obstacle Sports 100m National Trials. The athlete runs to obstacle number 
2, missing these obstacles,  after completing obstacle number 1.

2. Horizontal Bars
3. Ninja Steps (from platform)
4. Ninja Steps (from floor)
5. Trapeze
6. Spinning Wheels
7. Mushroom Steps
8. Horizontal Bars
9. Spider Wall

10. Warped Wall

Finish: Hitting the buzzer at top of Warped Wall or upon second failed 
attempts at the Warped Wall.

* Obstacle list subject to last minute changes.



POC: Grip strength 
SOC: Coordination 

Start: When both feet clear the raised black platform 
Finish: When landing on or going beyond the next black platform

Aspects of successful completion:
● Traverse across the obstacle 

What constitutes failure:
● Touching anything other than red coloured rings or black rope
● Touching the blue floor matting 
● Stepping back onto the first platform after starting the obstacle

Penalty for failure: 
● Time penalty (see overall penalty rules) after a single attempt

1. Ring Ropes



POC: Grip strength 

Start: When both feet clear the raised black platform 
Finish: When landing on or going beyond the next black platform

Aspects of successful completion:
● Traverse across the obstacle with hands only 

What constitutes failure:
● Touching anything other than red coloured obstacle
● Touching the blue floor matting 
● Stepping back onto the first platform after starting the obstacle

Penalty for failure: 
● Time penalty (see overall penalty rules) after a single attempt

2. Horizontal Bars



POC: Agility
SOC: Balance 

Start: When both feet clear the raised black platform 
Finish: After the athletes lands on the floor after engaging the fourth 
and final ninja step with their foot

Aspects of successful completion:
● Traversing across the obstacle ensuring the fourth and final 

ninja step is engaged with an athletes foot 

What constitutes failure:
● Touching anything other than red coloured obstacle
● Touching the floor before touching the fourth ninja step
● Stepping back onto the first platform after starting the obstacle

Penalty for failure: 
● Time penalty (see overall penalty rules) after a single attempt

3. Ninja Steps (from platform)



POC: Agility
SOC: Balance 

Start: Upon touching the first ninja step with an athletes foot and 
leaving the floor with both feet
Finish: When landing on or going beyond the next black platform

Aspects of successful completion:
● Traverse across the obstacle without touching the ground 

ensuring the first ninja step is engaged with an athletes foot 

What constitutes failure:
● Touching anything other than red coloured obstacle
● Touching the blue floor matting 
● Stepping back onto the floor after touching the first ninja step

Penalty for failure: 
● Time penalty (see overall penalty rules) after a single attempt

4. Ninja Steps (from floor)



POC: Grip strength 

Start: When both feet leave the raised black platform 
Finish: When landing on or going beyond the next black platform

Aspects of successful completion:
● Traverse across the obstacle with hands only without touching 

the ground

What constitutes failure:
● Touching anything other than red coloured obstacle
● Touching the blue floor matting 
● Stepping back onto the first platform after starting the obstacle

Penalty for failure: 
● Time penalty (see overall penalty rules) after a single attempt

5. Trapeze



POC: Grip strength  

Start: When both feet leave the raised black platform 
Finish: When landing on or going beyond the next black platform

Aspects of successful completion:
● Traverse across the obstacle with hands only without touching 

the ground

What constitutes failure:
● Touching anything other than red coloured obstacle
● Touching the blue floor matting 
● Stepping back onto the first platform after starting the obstacle

Penalty for failure: 
● Time penalty (see overall penalty rules) after a single attempt

6. Spinning Wheels



POC: Balance
SOC: Agility 

Start: When both feet leave the raised black platform 
Finish: When landing on or going beyond the next black platform

Aspects of successful completion:
● Traverse across the obstacle without touching the ground

What constitutes failure:
● Touching anything other than red coloured obstacle
● Touching the blue floor matting 
● Stepping back onto the first platform after starting the obstacle

Penalty for failure of single attempt obstacle: 
● Time penalty (see overall penalty rules) after a single attempt

7. Mushroom Steps



POC: Grip strength 

Start: When both feet leave the raised black platform 
Finish: When landing on or going beyond the next black platform

Aspects of successful completion:
● Traverse across the obstacle with hands only without touching 

the ground

What constitutes failure:
● Touching anything other than red coloured obstacle
● Touching the blue floor matting 
● Stepping back onto the first platform after starting the obstacle

Penalty for failure: 
● Time penalty (see overall penalty rules) after a single attempt

8. Horizontal bars



POC: Strength 
SOC: Coordination 

Start: When both feet leave the raised black platform 
Finish: When landing on or going beyond the next black platform

Aspects of successful completion:
● Traverse across the obstacle without touching the ground

What constitutes failure:
● Touching anything other than the clear plastic walls
● Touching the top of the obstacle
● Touching the blue floor matting 
● Stepping back onto the first platform after starting the obstacle

Penalty for failure: 
● Time penalty (see overall penalty rules) after a single attempt

9. Spider Wall



POC: Speed 
SOC: Strength  

Start: When both feet engage the curvature of the Warped Wall
Finish: Hitting the red buzzer at the top of the Warped Wall

Aspects of successful completion:
● Running up the Warped Wall, climbing onto the platform and 

hitting the red finish buzzer

What constitutes failure:
● Not climbing to the top of the Warped Wall
● Not hitting the buzzer
● Falling off or using the sides of the Warped Wall

Penalty for failure: 
● A second attempt is allowed on the Warped Wall. Failure to 

complete a second attempt will result in a time penalty (see 
overall penalty rules)

10. Warped Wall





POC/SOC Description Notes

Accuracy The ability to hit a target.

Agility The ability to change body position rapidly and accurately without losing balance.

Balance The ability to maintain a stable and specific orientation in relation to the immediate environment.

Cognition Mental processes such as memory or problem solving.

Coordination The ability to integrate the actions of different parts of the body to produce smooth, successful movements.

Cardiovascular 
endurance

Cardiovascular endurance is a measure of how well you can do exercises that involve your whole body at moderate to high 
intensity for an extended time.

Grip endurance The ability to sustain grip strength over a sustained period of time.

Grip strength Grip strength is a measure of muscular strength or the maximum force/tension generated by one's forearm muscles.

Mobility The ease with which an articulation, or series of articulations, is able to move before being restricted by surrounding 
structures.

Power The ability to exert a maximal force in as short a time as possible, as in accelerating, jumping and throwing implements or 
oneself.

Psychological The ability to possess the mental resilience or determination to overcome an obstacle or challenge, especially one which is 
likely to trigger a fear response- such as a deliberate jump from height or being fully immersed in water.

Speed The ability to move all or part of the body as quickly as possible.

Strength The ability of a muscle to exert force and overcome resistance.

Primary Obstacle Challenge (POC) / Secondary Obstacle Challenge (SOC) Appendix

An OCR Time Trial course must test at least 4 of the 7 of highlighted attributes.


